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Chair’s Introduction
On behalf of The Mead Academy Trust Board of Trustees, I
am pleased to present our 2019 Annual Report.
Building on the underpinning principles that we set out for the Trust in the
previous academic year, this year we have focused on establishing
sustainable performance improvement across our teaching provision and
business management. We have celebrated some significant successes, most
notably an Ofsted rating of ‘Good’ for our River Mead School, which is just
reward for the committed efforts of the Trust leadership team over recent
years.
We have continued to challenge ourselves and came together again in
January to review our progress and understand what we needed to do to
improve attainment and prepare for growth. Recognising the continuing
financial constraints that education faces, we have worked hard to improve
provision for our children, whilst undertaking business and process
remodelling to ensure that we meet our commitments. I am pleased to
report that we have now centralised financial reporting across the Trust,
strengthening our already robust governance.
As well as having a talented and exceptionally committed educational
leadership team, the Trust is very fortunate to draw upon the expertise of a
diverse and highly capable Board, comprising colleagues drawn from across
education and business spanning both the public and private sectors.
Following our review with the Regional Schools Commissioner last year, we
have restructured our governance to ensure appropriate separation between
Members and Trustees. We continue to rely on the Resources Committee
for our financial oversight, our Schools’ Advisory Committees for supportive
challenge, and our internal School Effectiveness Reviews (SERs) for rigorous
independent appraisal.
It is a testament to all of our collective efforts, and our focus on improving
the provision of education for children across Wiltshire, that we are building
improvements in attainment and have maintained a balanced budget. As a
Board, we pay tribute to the dedication of colleagues in each of our schools
who, on a daily basis, transform the lives of these children to help them
reach their full potential.

Christian Checkley
Chair of the Board of Trustees
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Strategic Priorities
2018-2019
Purposeful
Assessment

Focused on improving and evaluating children’s outcomes: with
explicit reference to understanding what the children have learnt and
in particular who needs any additional support or practice.

Inspirational
Curriculum

Shaping enriched and memorable experiences using effective
teaching sequences that are purposeful, focussed on learning and
have an end goal in mind, ensuring excellent progress in all subjects.

Effective Teaching

Developing practice and theory together to enhance teacher’s subject
knowledge and challenge their understanding of how children learn
and how constructive pupil-teacher relationships are developed.

Maximising Learning
Outcomes

An expectation that all pupils reach a minimum (but high) level of
knowledge of the same content with a focus on reducing the
attainment gap for disadvantaged learners. Extension for the highest
attainers comes through greater depth rather than breadth or
acceleration.

Courageous
Leadership

Effective leaders with a clearly communicated vision and ethos
focussed on shaping inspirational learning, driving excellent teaching
and securing high outcomes. This means taking risks and learning
from the outcomes; changing approaches if existing or new ones do
not work and looking externally to find evidence and best practice to
learn from. All contribute to, and benefit from, this culture of
development.

Responsible Growth
Strategy

Schools working closely together, with a shared ethos, principled
leadership, mutual accountability and a genuine team approach.
Building collective expertise, aiding transition and ensuring consistent
and inspirational educational experiences.
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Introduction from Trust Leader
Lyssy Bolton
Our shared Trust school improvement priorities for 2018/19 were shaped
around a Trust wide position statement against our core principles and the
South West indicators for effective school improvement across a MAT. Our
key areas of focus have been:
•
•

Enabling highly effective teaching within core curriculum approaches
Reviewing practice to reduce teacher workload

Purposeful Assessment
Review of Feedback and Marking
We have reviewed and streamlined marking processes, using the principles
of ensuring meaningful, manageable and motivating feedback to reduce
workload. A ‘Whole Class Feedback’ approach has been developed and
trialled by a TRG (Teacher Research Group) to replace detailed written
feedback. This feedback model has now been adopted across the Trust –
supporting efficient record-keeping of what each child needs to do next. The
information gathered informs planning and class feedback, enabling
responsive grouping and teaching (or re-teaching) according to need.

Comparative Judgement
Comparative Judgement has been adopted across our schools as a process
for assessing writing. It is a process where teachers compare two responses
to a given task and decide which is better. Following repeated comparisons,
the resulting data is statistically modelled and responses placed on a scale of
relative quality. Research and our own trialling across the Trust has shown
the process to be as reliable as double marking, but much quicker.

Personalised Learning Journeys and Engagement Profiles
Personalised tracking has been developed for children working well below

their year group’s programme of study.
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Measuring Pupil Progress and Managing the Data
We have consulted with all staff to shape a revised assessment model,
ensuring that every data collection has a clear purpose. We have been
guided by four principles: purpose; precision, proportionality and process - to
support a balanced approach to making data management effective but less
onerous.

Inspirational Curriculum
Closing the Word Gap
A core approach to vocabulary instruction has been successfully
implemented

Collaborative Planning
We have continued to place great value on providing time for teachers to
collaborate on curriculum planning together. Following a review with all staff
we have developed our PPA model (time for Planning, Preparation and
Assessment) in line with teacher wishes – with many year groups electing to
have a full day of PPA per fortnight.

Trust Effectiveness Teams
Subject leaders working together across the Trust continue to refine and
develop teaching sequences in their subject specialisms – supporting the
‘thinking process’ and providing high quality planning for non-specialist
colleagues.

Effective Teaching
Lesson Study
Lesson Study has been a tremendous success as a core approach to
professional learning in mathematics. The professional reflections have been
extremely positive, and the deep professional learning and dialogue
facilitated by lesson study has secured improvements in maths teaching
across the schools – evidenced in children’s positive attitudes to maths, staff
confidence, the high quality of journalling, as well as improving outcomes.
https://www.themeadteachingschool.org.uk/lesson-study/
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Courageous leadership
Nurtured Learning
We have recognised the increasing SEMH need in our schools and have
adapted and evolved to the point where we have now introduced successful
and sustainable Nurtured Learning provisions across all three schools. Each a
very different space both in terms of aesthetics and layout but all with the
same purpose. Children attending Nurtured Learning continue to access the
curriculum, but it is delivered through an adapted and nurturing approach.
There are also opportunities to learn self-regulation strategies, develop peer
relationship and have access to other therapeutic interventions where
necessary.

School Effectiveness Reviews
The Trust has implemented a robust termly School Effectiveness Review in
each school, supported by an external Challenge and Support Partner. Where
practicable these reviews have included a peer element with Heads
participating in the reviews of each other’s schools.

Responsible Growth
Business Remodelling
We have made progress with the development of shared Business processes
and alignment of services, including a Trust central bank account and central
payroll.

Maximising Learning Outcomes
The ‘headline’ attainment and progress measures at River Mead and Castle
Mead are influenced by the inclusion of children from our CNRBs (Complex
Needs Resource Bases) and from Special Measures legacy (historically
inadequate teaching and assessment). Many of these children have needed
to work really hard to catch up and we are proud of the outcomes for all of
our children – whatever their results.
The KS2 outcomes in mathematics are improving – particularly taking into
account children narrowly missing EXS (the expected standard).
Accelerating progress in phonics and reading is our key priority for the
2019/20 academic year.
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Attainment
Outcomes
2017-2018
Subject

Reading, Writing and
Maths Combined

Reading (Test)

Writing (Teacher
Assessment)

Maths (Test)

Grammar, Punctuation
and Spelling (Test)

School

% working at
Expected
Standard or
above

National average
The Mead
Castle Mead
River Mead
National average
The Mead
Castle Mead
River Mead
National average
The Mead
Castle Mead
River Mead
National average
The Mead
Castle Mead
River Mead
National average
The Mead
Castle Mead

65%
54%
45%
38% (29% +RB)
73%
61%
59%
54% (45% +RB)
78%
73%
79%
65% (55% +RB)
79%
75%
72%
50% (41% +RB)
78%
70%
76%

River Mead

63% (52% +RB)

99+

73
62
54

83
86
67

% working at
Greater Depth
within the
Expected
Standard
11%
7%
0%
4% (3% +RB)
27%
28%
10%
8% (7% +RB)
20%
11%
3%
8% (7% +RB)
27%
21%
21%
4% (3% +RB)
36%
21%
17%
17% (14% +RB)
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Review of TMAT Schools
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The Mead Community Primary School
Emma Holton – Head of School
Ofsted Rating – Outstanding (2014)

Key Achievements of 2018-19
Gold Parliament Ambassador Award
During 2018-19 we made significant changes to the way we engage children
and ensure their voice is heard through the development of our school
Parliament. We have always had a school council but the Parliament was a
way to focus pupil voice and ensure children have the opportunity to
instigate real change.
Members of the School Parliament are elected by their class-members in an
official election. To stand you must be nominated, speak in a class hustings
and then receive the most votes in a secret ballot. Successful elected
members then choose a department to sit on. Each department is
responsible for different pupil groups or strands of school development.
These departments work together and then feedback to the whole School
Parliament once a term. We have recently achieved our Gold School
Parliament Award in recognition of our achievements in this area.

Citizenship Enrichment Year
Our Citizenship Enrichment Year provided children regular opportunities to
reflect on the theme #thisisme through understanding how to be a
responsible global citizen and how to make a difference in our local
community. We had high quality professional development for staff, key
enrichment opportunities and the year culminated in our annual Community
Day.
On Saturday 18th May we hosted a free family event – Trowbridge
Community Festival – which was open to everyone in the local community.
Visitors had the opportunity to take part in a range of learning experiences
related to our local community. Highlights included Question time (featuring
local councillors and our MP Michelle Donelan), visitors representing
organisations in Trowbridge, Adrian Snell – The Forest Never Sleeps (multisensory interactive workshops), Circus skills, Kaya drumming and Trowbridge
Has Talent (our very own community talent show) as well a wealth of
interesting and thought-provoking activities planned and led by school staff.
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International Schools Award Reaccreditation
In July 2019 we were delighted to have had our International Schools Award
reaccredited until 2022 and this time, our approach has been recommended
to the Award administrators as аn example of outstanding good practice.
The British Council, who presents the International School Award every three
years, said ‘This is аn outstanding application from The Mead Primary School
which meets all of the requirements for International School Award
Reaccreditation. It is approved without hesitation. Every section sparkles
with quality… Congratulations to the staff, pupils and all the other members
of your community who have contributed to this success.’
The British Council were particularly impressed with the school’s ‘No Plastic
Project’; a link with the Australian International School in Vietnam,
‘International Maths Games’ and ‘International Families’ projects, and
highlighted how excited they are to see the outcomes of the school’s plans
for an Arts and Music project with a school in Chania, Greece.
You can read more about our International Work on our Website:
https://themead.wilts.sch.uk/languages/

School Performance of Pantastic at Wiltshire Music Centre
During the spring term 100 children from Years 3-6 worked collaboratively as
an afterschool club to put on a performance of Pantastic (based on Peter
Pan). The children practised acting, singing and dancing, made props and
created art work to support the show. Their work culminated in a wonderful
day at The Wiltshire Music Centre with 2 packed performances to amazed
family and friends.
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Castle Mead School
Tracy Boulton – Head of School
Ofsted Rating – Good (2017)

Key Achievements of 2018-19
Behaviour and Attitudes
The Meadow class was established as our nurtured learning environment to
provide a safe and structured classroom for children with SEMH (social
emotional and mental health needs), with the clear purpose of securing a
path back to mainstream classrooms.
The setting up of this provision has been instrumental in transforming
behaviour for learning at Castle Mead. The children who were presenting
with significant social and emotional needs have their curriculum delivered in
a way tailored to them and are experiencing success.

Teaching and Learning
Reading Culture
There is a strong reading culture embedding at Castle Mead. In KS1 this is
supported through core spine texts, smaller Read Write Inc groups (all KS2
teaching assistants are now trained to deliver this core approach) and linked
texts to help children secure their phonological understanding with greater
rapidity and fluency. In KS2 children have whole class reading sessions,
teachers are strong advocates of reading and monitor the children’s reading
diet including sending tweets directly to the books authors!
The school initiated “Castle Mead Book Treasures” on Facebook and Twitter staff families and children “hid” the gift of a book in the local community
over the summer to encourage children to read during the school break. This
initiative was extremely well received by the community.
https://www.facebook.com/BookTreasureCastleMead/?ti=as
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Improving Attainment in Mathematics
In KS2 we saw an increase in Maths from 37% (2018) to 72% (2019) attaining
age related expectations. There was strong evidence of the impact of Maths
No Problem approaches bedding-in and the pupils showing greater resilience
as a result in their mathematical thinking.

Enriched Curriculum
Once again in 18/19 our children at Castle Mead have had the opportunity to
take part in a wide range of enriching opportunities from leadership
development as ambassadors and sports leaders to character development
though competitive sporting events. The children are being active citizens
through being reading ambassadors and buddies for younger children and
making weekly visits to Trowbridge Oaks Nursing home.

We took part in the phenomenally exciting Young Voices concert again at the
Genting Arena in Birmingham – our children sang in the venue with up to
8000 other children in a mass choir- a spine tingling event!

Our PSHEE curriculum is carefully planned to help children understand the
world around them and how they can make a difference. This includes
observing days of national significance such as Remembrance Day, Children
in Need and anti-bullying week. This is a strong thread that runs through our
school and was further strengthened in 2018/19.

Grounds Development
We opened our playground installation - Bat Castle – thanks to all the
fundraising by our very active Friends of Castle Mead. This adds a further
dimension to our playground (especially important whilst we are still without
a field) for opportunities for risky play, challenge, problem solving and team
Our school field has been drained, prepared and seeded and we are looking
forward to having a playing field that is fit for purpose soon.
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River Mead School
Karen Austin – Head of School
Ofsted Rating – Good (2019)

Key Achievements of 2018-2019
Getting to Good!
Ofsted inspectors congratulated the staff on River Mead being “a good
school” in their inspection report at the end of January 2019. This was a
recognition of the work from leaders and staff from across the trust.
The whole team at River Mead and throughout the trust were delighted to
have their efforts recognised in this way; following sustained efforts over a
number of years to improve quality and standards.
The school was described as “caring and inclusive”. The teachers have a close
understanding of children’s individual needs and enable all pupils to make
good progress. “Learning and aspiration are at the very heart of the school
with equality of opportunity running through its veins”.
The outcome reflects the determination of everyone involved across the
trust, as well as at River Mead, to provide the very best possible teaching and
learning opportunities for all the pupils, without ever losing sight of the
caring and supportive ethos that makes the school’s learning environment so
rich. In Ofsted’s own words “River Mead is a nurturing haven of aspiration.
Pupils feel safe to make mistakes and are eager to learn from them. They
demonstrate pride in their learning and show an appetite to learn.”

Improving opportunities for SEND children
The support for children both within mainstream and the Complex Needs
Resource Base continues to develop. The Complex Needs Resource Base is
increasing in numbers for September 2019 with a large number of
applications for places continuing despite already being at capacity!
The SENCo and team successfully secured specialist school placements for 6
mainstream children at the end of the year, all of whom had been supported
through individualised, enhanced and nurturing provisions to cater for their
needs. It has been reported that all of these pupils are doing well and being
successful in their new schools.
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A broad and balanced curriculum - Phonics, Healthy
Schools and Rugby!
Year One Phonics
In June 2019 we had a successful phonics test pass rate of 82% (national
82%), in a year group that has a significantly higher than national average of
FSM at 61%. This was a success for all involved, not least for the children! It is
hoped that as we continue to refine the teaching of ‘Read, Write, Inc’ we will
also continue to see children’s early reading and phonics strengthening.

Rugby at Twickenham
After undertaking successful “Tackling Health” learning sessions over five
weeks, consisting of classroom activities teaching about the food groups and
a healthy, balanced diet, and then heading out to the pitch for some tag
rugby the children in years 3 &4 ‘graduated’ from the programme armed
with the nutrition and exercise knowledge they need to eat the right amount
and move the right amount. The children really enjoyed the sessions and we
have been able to secure support from the foundation for 2019-20 as well.
Most excitingly, River Mead School was successful in being nominated to
represent Bath Rugby Foundation and the region at Twickenham! A number
of children from years 3 & 4 who had participated in the program were
accompanied by staff to Twickenham on a very hot Saturday in June to play
tag rugby on the hallowed Twickenham rugby ground. Lunch and a T-shirt
were provided and the children then had a great stadium seat to watch the
Gallagher Premiership Final. It was an experience I am sure they will not
forget as they were able to soak up the busy environment at the stadium,
play on the pitch and cheer on their chosen team, as well as momentarily
meet a rugby legend!

Healthy Schools Award – Silver!
The school spent the year working towards the ’Healthy Schools’ award; this
time striving for Silver (having Achieved Bronze in 2018). The strength of the
work completed by the children, staff and parents was recognised; “It was
really useful to be able to hear more about all the valuable work of the Parent
Support Adviser. Many children clearly still remember the work around handwashing and the PSHE books provide a helpful record of other recent
learning. The school displays provide much evidence of work to promote
health and wellbeing from British Values to anti-bullying work.”
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Inclusion and Safeguarding
Kirsty Jamieson – Head of Inclusion and Safeguarding

Key Achievements of 2018-19
Thrive
Thrive continues to underpin assessment of children’s emotional health and
well-being and targets programmes of support, to address any needs
identified. The Trust’s programme of Thrive training has continued, enabling
the growth of the staff teams in each school to include both SENCOs and
more practitioners working directly with the children.
As part of the annual CPD for TAs on transition processes, the SENCOs
incorporated a Thrive dimension on the potential impact of transition on any
child moving into a new class. This awareness raising enabled TAs to better
consider the potential needs of a wider range of children.

Development of Resource Base provision
Following the opening of the Complex Needs Resource Base at Castle Mead
last year a second class was opened this year and now provides places for
additional children with a capacity of 14 this year and 22 planned for 201920.

The Harbour Programme Pilot
The Harbour programme evaluation of the first year’s development phase
was published in September 2018. It was overwhelmingly positive in its
findings. For example, the programme proved effective especially for KS1 for
children whose SEMH needs are emergent; the development of multiprofessional formulation processes (a framework for collating and reviewing
a wide range of information resulting in identifying current need) has proven
successful; and the wider interest and engagement of local schools
evidenced that the programme is addressing a current ‘gap’ in provision for
children with emerging SEMH needs.

Responsive Teaching for TAs
In September the majority of TAs attended training on responsive teaching
which deepened their understanding of their role in children’s learning. The
focus was about offering the right conditions for learning and responding
appropriately to children’s needs.
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The Mead Teaching School
Lindsay Palmer – Head of Teaching School

Key Achievements of 2018-19
Continuing Professional Development

Live online judging during our
Comparative Judgement
conference on 12th February
2019

The Mead Teaching School delivered 50 different professional development
sessions in 2018-19, reaching over 1,000 delegates and generating over
£14,000 income. These sessions include those provided during Professional
Growth Days for The Mead Academy Trust staff, and covered topics as
diverse as Behaviour Curriculum Implementation, Developing Leadership
Skills, Music Interventions and Phonics/Read Write Inc.
Highlights of the year included a day introducing Comparative Judgement,
facilitated by Daisy Christodoulou, Director of Education at No More
Marking, and our inaugural SEMH Conference, with a keynote speech and
workshop from Professor Barry Carpenter CBE, OBE, PhD. Both days received
excellent evaluations from attendees.

Initial Teacher Training

Primary Graduate Teachers
celebrate gaining Qualified
Teacher Status

Our Initial Teaching Training programme for primary Graduate Teachers ran
successfully for another year. We provided 4 salaried assessment-only
places, and 5 PGCE places. The students received 5 days of foundation
subject specialist input, in addition to additional days of input covering
Maths, English, SEND and Music. At the end of the programme, they all rated
the training they had received as Good or Very Good.

Performance Management for Teachers and TAs

Annual appraisal flowchart
for teachers

The Mead Teaching School provided a new set of guidelines for completing
appraisals for teachers and TAs, which have been rolled out across the Trust.
This significant piece of work included creating Career Stage Expectations
and General Expectations for multiple pay grades across every teachers’
standard, and producing appropriate templates for appraisal preparation,
meetings, and 1:1s, and providing all staff with a handbook for future
reference. All staff were briefed on the context, processes and
documentation at staff meetings and Professional Growth Days. Feedback
from staff at all schools has been positive.
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Financial Summary
Brief summary of current financial position and outlook for the next 12
months:
Significant staffing/cost reductions in each school were made to achieve a
balanced budget for 2018/19. Even so, use of reserves was required.
The figures below include utilisation of approximately £10k to support the
build of the Teaching School room.
Overall budget 2018/19
Balance B/F
Planned Income
Planned expenditure
Planned contingency

£123,000
£6,213,382
£6,248,618
£87,764

Business risks:
• PNA adjustment at Castle Mead
• PAN of 45 at River Mead – risk of future pupil growth as school staffing
structure established for 1FE. Temporary PAN reduction to 30 agreed
with LA.
• Cost of supporting children with high needs
• Covering career breaks
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Hackett Place, Trowbridge
BA14 7GN
www.themeadtrust.org

